ANIMAL LEGIONS WANTED

The Animal Legions of the United States are particularly anxious to get college men and women to sign up for the "pass" for membership which will begin on Tuesday, May 21st.

The Animal Legions have been formed in 500 different cities. The legions are composed of people interested in animals and their welfare. They have published a series of pamphlets on the care and breeding of animals, and have distributed them throughout the country.

T. C. A. OFFERS SUMMER JOBS TO COLLEGE MEN

The T. C. A. offers summer jobs to college men and women. The jobs are located in various parts of the country and the pay is good. Interested college men and women are encouraged to apply.

WISCONSIN UNIVERSITY—The Law and Language staff of Wisconsin University had a fine showing in the recent meeting of the Law and Language Society. The students of the University showed their interest in the subject and the event was a success.

ADMISSION TO THESE GAMES IS FREE AND LOWRE'S AND JOHNSON'S, WILL ALTERNATE.

An extensive tennis tournament has been arranged to determine the best players in the country. Admission to these games is free and Lowre's and Johnson's will alternate.

Institute Tossers Play on Tech—

Institute Tossers and Tech Tossers will compete in a tennis match this week. The Institute Tossers are favored to win, but the Tech Tossers are determined to give a good fight.

W. B. H. McWhiney, At. I. T., beat D. N. G. Marcy '05, President of the Tech Tossers, 6-2, 6-2.

The following will act in this capacity:
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Tri-Camp Men for Business

The Graduate School of Business Administration of Harvard University offers a two-year course to college graduates. The course is designed to give a broad fundamental training for business college to work in cooperation with special fields in which the student is most interested.

College men, looking to business as a career, feel the lack of adequate preparation which enables them to deal effectively either with general business problems or with the problems in their own special fields. The Harvard Business School aims to fill this gap.

Special emphasis is placed upon the application of business theory to actual business problems. For this purpose the "problems method" of instruction is used. The business textbooks afford an excellent laboratory.


Completion of the two-year course leads to the degree of Master of Business Administration.

For detailed information please address

W. B. Donham
Graduate School of Business Administration
Harvard University
Cambridge, Mass.